This has been the worst year in the job market "since 1949," said Gerald B. Fadden, Director of Graduate Placement. Mr. Fadden should know, as every year his office files thousands of job seekers in positions all over the country. "We're within striking distance of last year," commented Mr. Fadden. But September 1st last year, when the annual report was published, approximately 75 percent of the graduates had returned questionnaires concerning their future. As the chart shows, 65.7 percent of this year's class already returned their information sheets.

"I say that by a comparable date" this year, he said, the figures will again be 75 percent. Mr. Fadden explained that he isn't as concerned with figures and statistics, but with the individual. His schedule is cluttered with appointments with graduates for weeks in advance.

Many companies, Fadden stated, "couldn't even justify the expense of sending someone out from the office." According to Fadden, the second business quarter looked good and he is hoping for an upswing in employment next year. "I don't think it could get worse," was how he summed up the year.

The choice of jobs apparently is not there, nor is the broad selection that used to confront graduates in previous years. However, the director said, "building their own." A Federal Court here ruled by prohibiting financial assistance for campus disorders, have been another 176 were denied scholarships and loans to students attending the two colleges. The suit was brought by Haverton College and Goddard College in Plainfield, Vt., and 12 students attending the two colleges.

A Federal Court has ruled yesterday in a 2-1 decision that the 1969 Pennsylvania law cutting off state aid to college students involved in campus turmoil is unconstitutional. The suit was brought by Haverton College here and Goddard College in Plainfield, Vt., and 12 students attending the two colleges.

For employment at this time. By college, Engineering reports the highest percentage of employment, followed by Business Administration and Communications. The lowest percentage of employment is in the College of Liberal Arts, Business, Arts, and Sciences.
CASINO NITE

By Bob Murphy

Starting a new trend in summer social life, the IFPE (International Finance and Political Economy) was held on Wednesday, July 14. For those in attendance, the atmosphere was one of appreciation for a night well spent. Music was provided by Edgar Murray, who has recently acquired a new stereo line. The conversation on the music was one of excitement. Selections were played from Carol King, Stearlin, Etta James, and many others. The evening was spent at Kelly Hall. However, due to the light participation by the IF Community, the evening was not a total success. On the other hand, the event was delightful. Great thanks to John Gregory, Vince Vitolla, the girls from Pan Hell, Dan Boggsman and Dan Malcolm.

Drop-in center works

by Larry Benoff

Wednesday last, July 14th, while the Triangle was going to press, a Peace Corps recruiting party was out at Casino Nite, three M.A.P. students were assaulted at 54th Street, Haddon and Hally Streets. At around 10:45 p.m., Fulton Governor William, Ernest Hicks and another member of the Peace Corps were standing at 54th and Spring Garden Streets. According to Jackson, two kids about the same age walked up to them and asked if they lived in the neighborhood and weren't in any gangs. On the other hand, the kids then punched up a bottle, and tried to hit Hicks with it, said Jackson. Hicks ran and the kids threw the bottle of beer.

"It was a complete bag of tricks," explained Jackson.

6 p.m. Sponsored by the Philadelphia National Action Coalition, the conference will discuss the implementation of the full off-cultural studies, antiwar against the war. Jerry Gordon, National Co­ordinator for VSC will kick off the conference at 10 a.m. He will be focusing on the call for the full offensive made at the recent anti­war conference in New York City. That offensive is making its way to the Philadelphia Area, according to Mr. Gordon. August 4th - Rally at JFK Plaza to commemorate the ban of atomic testing at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. October 13th - Rally at National Moratorium Day.

November 3rd - NATIONAL PLANTERS STRIKE.

November 6th - Massive regional rallies throughout U.S. Constituant workshops will take place to discuss labor, stu­dent, women and Third World participation in the fall calendar of antiwar activities. A plenary session will follow to unite these forces into a coordinated massive offensive against the war. According to Jerry Gordon, the overwhelming majority of Americans oppose the war in Vietnam. Now is the time to mobilize this majority into action, massify, demand­ing GUT OUT NOW!!!

PEACE CORPS TO RECRUIT AT DREXEL

A Philadelphia Antiwar Coordinating Conference will be held tomorrow at D.A.C.
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Suppose for a minute that all objects in your environment were produced directly by nature were removed, and all that was left were those things composed of naturally occurring materials, totally unprocessed. Diamon? We're out — you'll probably be standing in the middle of a field of flowers, pretty much naked. A little sunshine from memory of what was there a minute ago, you would be faced with the problems of survival — food, clothing, shelter — and development, not little else.

Compromise...

That man in his natural state. Now suppose we were to effect a compromise between that situation and man's present state; how much technology would we allow?

Food is generally most debatable, and nourishing in its natural state, so allow a garden or farm area for growing food. Maybe a stick to break up the soil with, too.

Clothing depends on the area of how. For our "temperate" climate (20 degrees to 90 degrees of latitude we would need fire or skins of some description. In any case, we'd most likely grow up in more tropical areas) Allow the capture and killing of enough animals to provide cloth — Weapons are needed, now, so maybe we'll have a club and a knife of sorts.

Shelter. Not many people can build a crude house — we must destroy the luxuries of modern "civilized" life and accept a more modest existence. Perhaps huts and a fire are too much of a change, but some change must come about, and it will likely be pretty drastic. We have developed past the point of reasonable return, and our hopes are in small actions to help the present situation, not with the future (or recycling) but in actually changing the style of our lives. We must destroy all the luxuries and make a pristine environment.

For the only return that our society has plotted, the human mind, will be the one fully utilized in the future.

Next Week: Economics

announcements

The people were gathered and huddled. Another murderer had lived long enough to laugh at the system, and prove once again, as it had been proven all too often, that violence was the way of the land.

"the people deeply regret the death sentence of Richard F. Speck, who was convicted of murdering eight student nurses in cold blood in Chicago in 1966. We feel that the Supreme Court of the United States has made a grave error in reversing his sentence to die in the electric chair, and remanding his case to lower courts for further proceedings. We believe it to be perfectly evident that it is impossible to reverse the case of a man who was convicted of killing the nurses." It would not have happened in 1966. But now it is five years later, and thebleshe verged and contempt has died away with the girls. Reason for hating in eight graves, and so many cases to dig up the past.

morality & conscience

We realize that in defense of the reversal, you, the members of the Supreme Court, have cited the 1968 decision holding that persons op­posed to the death penalty could not be excluded automatically from juries in capital cases. However, no machinery of law will erase the record of the horror that was committed in the southside Chicago apartment building where the eight women were brutally slain by a man who was apparently without humanity. The morality of Richard Speck's actions will not be changed by the judgment of the Supreme Court, by any other man on this Earth, by neither morality, conscience or law.

What is the law originally written for the victim? Or was it written for and by persecuted people who were only interested in protecting the rights of the accused?

"Finally, we maintain quite bluntly and honestly that the country has no need to keep a man more mon­sterous alive. He is a menace to the health and wel­fare of the people. He has no regard for life or motiva­tion."

Do you have borrowed books or articles from Dr. L. Sterne, you may return them c/o the Literature & Language Dept., Drexel University. Second Floor, Apt. 1-R, New York, N.Y. 10022. Please leave your name in the book and the form your were in Dr. Sterne's section.

There are 312 different skills included in 58 developing nations in the Peace Corps world — everything from accounting to zoology. Find out what you can do and where in the world you can do it. Drop by the Drexel Campus, in the Great Court, on July 27 and 28 for details — ask for Jay Clark.

Dear Mr. Editor, the SPB Is sponsoring an-}
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Co-captains selected for 1971 football season

Head Coach Sterling Brown has announced that seniors Paul Lit and Dan Miller will serve as co-captains for the 1971 football season. Both Miller and Lit started at their respective positions two years ago and according to Coach Brown, "are extremely mature and have already demonstrated exceptional leadership potential."

Miller is a 5'11-1/2" 165 lb. offensive halfback from Bishop Kearney High School in Norristown, Pa. He already has picked up over 200 yards on the ground and is "our most consistent rusher" commented Coach Brown. Lit is a 6'1" 250 lb. defensive lineman who is a native Philadelphian and attended Valley Forge Military Academy. According to the coaching staff, "Paul definitely has Pro-potential." Both gridders are twelve months - 4 year players as they always are in shape due to an extensive weight-lifting program they follow religiously. Each also possesses good speed and is extremely strong. In conclusion, Joe Licata named assistant football coach

Joe Licata has named Joe Licata to the position of Assistant Football Coach at Drexel University. Licata was head coach at W. Deptford High School in New Jersey where his 1970 squad compiled a 7-2 and 2-0. Coach Brown commented, "Joe will be a real asset to our program as an offensive line coach. His wealth of coaching and playing experience should certainly help our improved program." Licata is a native of Muhlenberg Lake, N.Y., where he was a three letter winner in high school. Joe also earned two varsity football letters at the University of Connecticut, and was a 1968 All-Tommy Conference choice. His coach at Connecticut was Rick Franza, who now directs the gridiron operations at the U.S. Naval Academy.


Carnal Knowledge. "'TWO-LANE BLACK-TOP' is so good it sucks all competitors right up its cinematic tailpipe!"

James Taylor · Warren Oates · Laurie Bird · Dennis Wilson

NEW OFFENSE LINE COACH JOE LICATA

Joe's coaching experience consists of two years assistantship at Tappen Zee High School, and two more at Washington Township High School in New Jersey. An all-around football player, he was a four year letterman at Widener University, and was a 1965 All-Eastern College Conference choice. His coach at Widener was Rick Franza, who now directs the gridiron operations at the U.S. Naval Academy.

Joe's coaching experience consists of two years assistantship at Tappen Zee High School, and two more at Washington Township High School in New Jersey. As a head coach at W. Deptford High School, his overall record was 10-7-1.
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